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Master's Program Offices 
PROGRAM Contact Telephone #'s and 
OFFICE PersonlTitle Responsibilities E-mail Addresses 
M.BA Dr. J. Preston Jones Curriculum Development and • (954) 262-5127 
M.Acctg. Program Director Program Management • 800-672-7223, Ext 5127 
M.S.lHRM Internship and • prestonj@sbe.nova.edu 
Cooperative Program 
Ms. Laura Twi lley • Syllabi • (954) 262-5130 
Admin. Assistant • Evaluations • 800-672-7223, Ext 5130 
• tWil/eyl@sbe.nova.edu 
Dr. Kathy L Lewis Faculty Recruitment and • (954) 262-5128 
Assistant Program Special Projects • 800-672-7223, Ext 5128 
Director • lewisk@sbe.nova.edu 
Ms. Iliana R. Cruz • Faculty Coordination • (954) 262-5129 
Admin. Assistant • 800-672-7223, Ext 5129 
• iliana@sbe.nova.edu 
Ms. Tracie Cooper • Grades • (954) 262-5131 
Admin. Assistant • Video prerequisites • 800-672-7223, Ext 5131 
• tracie@sbe.nova.edu 
M.I.BA Dr. Herb Johnson Curriculum Development and • (954) 262-5123 
Program Director Program Management • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5123 
Internship and • johnsonh@sbe.nova.edu Cooperative Program 
Ms. Sylvia Lanski • Program Coordination • (954) 262-5124 
Admin. Ass istant • 800-672-7223, Ext 5124 
• lanski@sbe.nova.edu 
M.S.lHSA Dr. Daniel Austin Curriculum Development and • (954) 262-5145 
M.S.lMM Program Director Program Management • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5145 
M.PA Internship Program • austin@sbe.nova.edu 
Ms. Barbara Ireland • Program Coordination • (954) 262-5146 
Admin . Assistant • 800-672-7223, Ext 5146 
• barbara@sbe.nova.edu 
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Office of Student Services 
Hours: Monday - Wednesday - Friday: 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday - Thursday: 12:00 Noon - 5:00 p.m. 
STUDENT Contact Telephone #'s and 
SERVICES PersonlTitie Responsibilities E-mail Addresses 
So. Florida Leilani Baumanis See Below • (954) 262-5022 
Tri-County Area Student Advisor • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5022 MBA, MIBA, In person : By appointment 
• baumanis@sbe.nova.edu M.Acctg ., HRM only 
HAS, MPA, MM Wendy Weissner See Below • (954) 262-5027 
Student Advisor • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5027 
In person: By appointment 
• wendy@sbe.nova.edu only 
Cluster Students Kelly Ferguson See Below • (954) 262-5021 
Outside So. FL Student Advisor • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5021 Tri-County Area In person : By appointment 
• kel/yg@sbe.nova.edu MBA, MIBA, only 
M.Acctg ., HRM 
Student Advisors can assist and direct you with prerequisites, transfer of credits, scheduling, course work, 
registration, portfolios, repeating GMATIGRE, and grades from past terms (excluding the term just ended). 
You are encouraged to call or e-mail them. • 
REGISTRATION Stephanie Valentine • Reg istration • (954) 262-5026 
Registration Coord . • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5026 
• valentin@sbe.nova.edu 
ADMISSIONS • (954) 262-5017 
South Florida Beverly Alfonso • Application Status • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5017 
Tri-County Area Admissions Secretary • beverly@sbe.nova.edu 
ADMISSIONS 
Cluster Students Jeannette Eiskowitz • Application Status • (954) 262-5025 
Outside Admissions Secretary • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5025 
South Florida • jeannett@sbe.nova.edu 
Tri-County 
VALUE Althea Talbott • Reservations • (954) 262-5018 
INTEGRATION Admin . Assistant • Value Integration • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5018 (formerly Productivity (formerly Productivity 
• talbott@sbe.nova.edu Improvement Improvement Workshop) 
Workshop) 
Tracie Cooper • Value Integration • (954) 262-51 31 
Admin . Assistant (formerly Productivi ty • 800-672-7223, Ext. 51 31 Improvement Workshop) 
tracie@sbe.nova.edu Administration • • 
CHALLENGE Althea Talbott • Challenge Exams • (954) 262-5018 
EXAMS Admin . Assistant • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5018 
• talbott@sbe.nova.edu 
MASTER'S Cynthia Macri • Director of Student • 954-262-5018 
PROGRAMS Services • 800-672-7223, Ext. 5018 
• macri@sbe.nova.edu 
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Nova Southeastern University Central Services 
Telephone 
Central and Fax #'s 
Services Address Office Hours E-mail Addresses 
Financial Aid 3301 College Avenue Mon. - Th. : 8:30 a.m. - 7: p.rn. Craig El ias Fort Lauderdale , FL 33314 Fri. : 8:30 a.m. - 6: p.rn. (954) 262-4070 Office Horvitz Admin . Bldg . Sat : 9:00 a.m. - Noon 800-522-3243 
First Floor elias@nsu.acastnova.edu 
(954) 452-1415 FAX 
Student 3301 College Avenue Mon. - Th. : 8:30 a.m. 7: p.m. Santa D'iorio Fort Lauderdale , FL 33314 Fri. : 8:30 a.rn. - 6: p.m. (954) 262-5213 
Accounts Horvitz Admin. Bldg. Sat : 9:00 a.rn. - Noon 800-541-6682 
Receivable First Floor 
REGISTRAR'S 3301 College Avenue Mon. - Th. : 8:30 a.m. - 7: p.m. (954) 262-7255 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314 Fri. : 8:30 a.m. - 6: p.rn. 800-541 -6682 OFFICE: Horvitz Admin. Bldg. Sat : 9:00 a.m. - Noon 
• Diplomas First Floor 
• ID Cards 
• Grades • 
• Transcripts 
NOVA BOOKS 3301 College Avenue Mon. - Fri. : 9:30 a.m. - 6: p.m. (954) 262-4750 Fort Lauderdale, FL 33314 Sat : 10: a.m. -1 : p.m. 800-509-2665 (order books) 
• NSU keepsakes Rosenthal Student Center novabook@sbe.nova.edu 
• Supplies (954) 476-4759 FAX 
-
• Textbooks 
Einstein Library 3301 College Avenue Mon. - Th. : 8:30 a.m. -1 1: a.m. (954) 262-4601 Fort Lauderdale , FL 33314 Fri . : 8:30 a.m. - 9: p.m. 800-541-6682 (select 
Parker Building Sat : 8:30 a.m. - 7: p.m. student services option) 
Sun. : Noon - 9: p.m. e-mai l menu option 
East C.ampus 3100 SW 9'" Avenue Mon. - Fri. : 8:30 a.m. -10: p.m. (954) 262-5000 
Micro -Lab Fort Lauderda le, FL 33315 Sat : 8:00 a.rn. -6: p.m. 800-672-7223, Ext 5167 
2' d Floor, Tower Building Sun. : CLOSED 
East Campus 3100 SW 9'" Avenue Mon. - Fri. : 9:00 a.m. - 9: p.m. (954) 262-4614 
Library Fort Lauderdale , FL 33315 Sat : 10:00 a.m. -6: p.m. 800-672-7223, Ext. 4614 
2'd Floor, Tower Building 
Marketing 3100 SW 9th Avenue Mon. Fri . : 8:30 a.m. 5: p.m. (954) 262-5100 Fort Lauderdale , FL 33315 800-672-7223, Ext 5100 
Department Modular Facilities 
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Registration Terms and Policies 
The following terms and policies should assist you in successfully managing 
your registration activities. 
1. Registrations WILL NOT be accepted after the final class meeting. 
2. If you elect to take a course outside of the East Campus, you should 
contact the appropriate cluster coordinator concerning dates for 
registration . (Registration generally occurs the th ird weekend of each 
term). 
3. Be sure to obtain your course syllabi prior to registration . Master's 
program syllabi are only available through the SBE Web page at · 
http://brutus.sbe.nova.edu/sbe/syllabi/masters 
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE AN ON LINE ACCOUNT PLEASE CONTACT 
OUR UNIX COORDINATOR AT (954) 262-5062. 
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Registration Terms and Policies 
IN PERSON: 
Register in person (appointment required) by submitting your completed student transaction form and 
tuition and fees IN FULL to an advisor. Remember registrations will not be accepted after the final 
class meeting. 
BY MAIL: 
Mail your completed student transaction form and tuition and fees IN FULL in the envelope provided, or in 
an envelope addressed to Nova Southeastern University, School of Business and Entrepreneurship, 3100 
SW 9th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale. Florida 33315, Attention: Registration. East Campus students who have 
not received registration materials may request them by calling (954) 262-5019. 
BY FAX: 
FAXED REGISTRATION FORMS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION: 
You will receive a schedule verification in the mail 3-4 weeks from the time we receive your registration in 
the Office of Student Services. Receipt of verification can take longer as reg istration deadlines near. To 
avoid delay in receipt of your registration verification and to ensure a seat in classes that may close, 
please register early. We will notify you in writing if there are any problems in processing your registration. 
FEES: 
Registration 
Student Activity Fee 
Late Registration Fees (see page 8) 
Tuition: 
Graduate tuition 
Master of Public Administration (M .PA) 
Master of Accounting Program prerequisites: 
On-line prerequisites 
M.PA and M.S.lHSA prerequisites 
• Tuition subject to change 
FINANCIAL AID: 
Required each term . $ 20.00 
This fee is for East Campus students only $10.00 
: Fee I 
Fee II 
Fee III 
$ 15.00 
$ 50.00 
$100.00 
(per credit) $425.00' 
(per credit) $270.00' 
(per credit) $425.00' 
(per course) $500.00' 
(per course) $250.00 
According to Federal regulations, students eligible for financial aid must be enrolled and taking 
classes for the duration of an entire term. When enrolling in the Value Integration (formerly 
Workshop) only, appropriate arrangements must be made to pay for your workshop at the time of 
registration. 
Please note, courses taken in addition to the workshop must be completed. Otherwise loan money 
will be returned to the lender, and the student will bear the responsibility for payment. 
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I Registration Deadlines I 
LATE 
Registration Dates Late Registration Registration 
Fees 
• February 23-27, 1998 • $15.00 late fee 
Spring Term February 2-20, 1998 • March 30-April 3, 1998 • $50.00 late fee 
Apri l - June 1998 (Orop/Add and late registrati on 
(985) Day & Sequence 1 Students) 
• April 6-10, 1998 • $50.00 late fee (Drop/Add and late registration 
Sequence II Students) 
• April 6-10, 1998 
(Day & Sequence 1 Students) • $100.00 late fee 
• April 13-17, 1998 
(Sequence II Students) • $100.00 late fee 
• May 25-29, 1998 • $15.00 late fee 
Summer Term May 4-22, 1998 • July 6-10, 1998 • $50.00 late fee 
July - September (Drop/Add and late registration 
1998 Day & Sequence I Students) 
• July 13-1 7, 1998 $50.00 late fee (982) • (Drop/Add and late registration 
• Sequence II Students) 
• July 13-17, 1998 
(Day & Sequence I Students) • $100.00 late fee 
• July 20-24, 1998 
(Sequence II Students) • $100.00 late fee 
Fall Term • August 24-28, 1998 • $15.00 late fee 
October-December August 3-21 , 1998 • September 28-0ctober 2,1998 • $50.00 late fee 
1998 (Drop/Add and late registration 
(98F) Day & Sequence I Students) 
• October 5-9, 1998 
(Drop/Add and late reg istration • $50.00 late fee 
Sequence II Students) 
• October 5-9, 1998 
(Day & Sequence I Students) • $100.00 late fee 
• October 12-16, 1998 
(Sequence II Students) 
• $100.00 late fee 
• November 23-30, 1998 • $15.00 late fee 
Winter Term November 2-20, 1998 • December 1-4, 1998 • $50.00 late fee 
January-March 1999 (Drop/Add and late registration 
Day & Sequence I Students) (99W) 
• January 4-8, 1999 
(Drop/Add and late registration • $50.00 late fee 
Sequence II Students) 
• January 4-8, 1999 
(Day & Sequence 1 Students) • $100.00 late fee 
• January 11-15, 1999 
(Sequence 11 Students) • $100.00 late fee 
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GRADES: 
Instructors submit grades to the program office approximately one week after the final class. Copies are kept in the 
program office and the orig ina ls are sent to the Registrar's office to be recorded. It usually takes 2 - 3 weeks to 
receive an official grade report for the term just ended. Grade reports are mailed as each grade roste r is received. 
Though you may initially receive a grade report showing only one grade, your remaining grades will fo llow once they 
are posted. To protect your privacy, The Family Education Rights Privacy Act' prevents us from giving grades over 
the phone. If you have not received your grades and would like an update on their status, once the three-week 
period has past please call (954) 262-51 32 or 800-672-7223, Ext. 51 32. 
DROP/ADD POLICY: 
Students may drop or add classes during the drop/add period without penalty . Students who drop 
c lasses after the fi rst class meeting are subject to the guidel ines governing the withdrawal and refund 
policies of the School of Business and Entrepreneurship. Classes dropped after the drop/add periods of 
classes are treated as withdrawals and will be reflected as such on the official transcript. 
Students may add c lasses after the first class meeting through the end of the drop/add period ONLY with 
permission from the instructor(s). Students may NOT add classes after the second week or second 
weekend. 
WITHDRAWAL POLICY: 
Students may withdraw before the last weekend of class. Students must complete a student transaction 
form to withdraw from class. A grade of "W ' for withdrawal will be reflected on the officia l transcripts for 
any classes from which students withdraw after the drop/add period. 
POLICIES GOVERNING ON-LINE PREREQUISITES: 
See page titled , Prerequisite Courses, or access the SBE Web page at www.sbe.nova .edu and 
click on "On-line Prograrns ." 
REFUND POLICY: 
Students who inform the Office of Student Services of their intention to withdraw will receive a tuition 
refund based on the schedule below. Students must contact their advisor immediately upon withdrawing 
in order to receive the appropriate refund. 
Classes : 1 00% up to the first day of classes. 
During the first 70% of a course, a refund equal to the percentage of time not attended will be issued with 
a minimum refund of 40%. For example: 
A student who attends two sessions (6 clock hours) of a ten-class, 30 clock hour course, has not 
attended 80% of the classes and will receive an 80% refund. 
O~ . 
A student who attends seven sessions (21 clock hours) of a ten-class, 30 clock hour course, has 
not attended 30% of the classes and will receive a 40% refund. 
Students who attend more than 70% of a course or who do not notify the Office of Student Services 
immediately upon leaving a course, will not be entitled to a refund according to the above schedule. 
TEXTBOOKS: 
Books may be purchased at Nova Books, Inc., located at Nova Southeastern University , Rosenthal Student Center, 
3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314. You may place your order by phone (954) 262-4750 or 800-
509-2665 (ask for Nova Books). 
1 Student Notification of Rights Under FERPA' The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords students certain rights with 
respect to their education records. They are: (1) The right to inspect and review your education records (2) The right to request the amendment 
of your education records to ensure that they are not inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of your privacy or other rights. (3) The right 
to consent to disclosures of personally identifiable information contained in your education records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes 
disclosure without consent (4) Tl;le right to file with the U.S. Department of Education a complaint concern ing the alleged failures by the 
University to comply with the requirements of FERPA. (5) The right to obtain a copy of the University's student records policy. You can obta in a 
copy of the policy from the Registrar's office. 
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Prerequisite Courses 
(Video prerequisite courses are no longer available) 
Students entering the School of Business and Entrepreneurship programs may enroll in our on-
line, three-credit prerequisite courses. At the present time, these courses have no scheduled 
class meetings and run for a period of six weeks each ('12 term) . For students to be eligible for 
Federal Financial Aid funding when enrolled in on-line prerequisite courses they must be 
registered for the entire term. Therefore, at least two sequential on-line prerequisite courses 
must be taken or one on-line prerequisite with one graduate course must be taken in any given 
term. 
Prerequisite courses must be completed prior to registering for the corresponding 
graduate course. Students are required to fulfill ALL outstanding prerequisite 
requirements within one year of matriculation. 
Procedure for the administration of the on-line prerequisite classes is as follows: 
• Register for the prerequisite course(s) at a tuition rate of $500.00 per course following the 
instructions on the SBE Web Page (www.sbe.nova.edu) or on a reg istration form. 
• Purchase required texts from Nova Books and follow the instructions posted on the SBE Web 
Page titled , On-line Programs. 
• Late registrations will only be accepted up to two weeks prior to the start date of each 
prerequisite. I 
• Students may drop an on-line course without financial penalty up to the first day of class. 
Students who drop after the eighth day of the course through the end of the course will be 
treated as a withdrawal and a grade of "W' will appear on the official transcript. The refund 
policy as published in the Schedule of Classes applies based on the date that the student 
submits a student transaction or registration form requesting the drop or withdrawal. 
• For additional information, please access the SBE Web page at www.sbe.nova.edu or call 
your student advisor or cluster coordinator. 
Each term the following courses are offered' 
ON-LINE PREREQUISITE COURSES 
SPRING 1998 and SUMMER 1998 
DATES TERM PREFIX COURSE SECTION COURSE TITLE 
CODE Number 
May 11 -June 19 98S GMPF 5001 WEB Introductory Accounting 
Aug. 17 - Sep. 25 982 GMPF 5001 WEB Introductory Accounting 
March 30-May 8 98S GMPF 5002 WEB Introductory Quantitative Analysis 
July 16 - Aug. 14 982 GMPF 5002 WEB Introductory Quantitative Analysis 
March 30-May 8 98S GMPF 5003 WEB Introductory Economics 
July 16 -Aug. 14 982 GMPF 5003 WEB Introductory Economics 
May 11-June 19 98S GMPF 5005 WEB Introductory Marketing 
Aug 17 - Sep. 25 982 GMPF 5005 WEB Introductory Marketing 
March 30-May 8 98S GMPF 5008 WEB Principles of Finance 
July 16 - Aug. 14 982 GMPF 5008 WEB Principles of Finance 
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SPECIALIZA lIONS 
Students wishing to pursue specialization course work to complement their graduate degrees may do so by 
completing three additional courses. Appropriate prerequisite courses at both the undergraduate and graduate level 
must be completed prior to taking any specia lization courses . Student Advisors are ava ilable in the Office of Student 
Services to counsel you on your eligibility. The specializations available for the Spring 1998 and Summer 1998 
academic year are listed below. Included are specific courses required for completion of each specialization. 
PLEASE NOTE COURSES ARE NOT OFFERED EACH TERM. 
Accounting 
GMP 5713 
GMP5725 
GMP 5733 
Accounllng Theory 
Financial Statement Analysis 
Advanced Managerial Accounting 
Entrepreneurship 
GMP 5725 Financial Statement Analysis 
GMP 5920 Manag ing Innovation and Entrepreneurship 
GMP 5940 Managing the Consulting Process 
Finance 
GMP 5530 
GMP 5560 
GMP 5620 
Money Market & Monetary Institutions+ 
Advanced Financial Policy· 
Investment Principles & Policies· 
Health Services Admin istration 
GMP 5440 Health Policy Development 
GMP 5447 Principles of Managed Care 
GMP 5471 Planning, Budgeting , & Control In 
Healthcare 
Human Resource Management 
GMP 5240 Advanced Organizational Development 
GMP 5320 Management Communications 
GMP 5360 Human Resource Development 
International Business 
GMP 5815 International Finance & Investments· 
GMP 5833 International Marketing· 
GMP 5818 International Business Environment· 
Management Info, Systems·· 
Prerequisites: 
Introductory Accounting (3 credits, undergraduate) , & 
Intermediate Accl. I & II (3 credits, undergraduate) , & 
GMP 5060 Accounting for Decision Makers , or 
GMP 5756 International Accounting, or 
GMP 5470 Planning, Budgeting, & Control, or 
GMP 5471 Planning , Budgeting , & Control in Health Care 
Prerequisites: 
None 
Prerequisites: 
Principles of Finance (3 credits, undergraduate) & 
GMP 5080 Applying Managerial Finance, or 
GMP 5081 Health Care Finance and budgeting, or 
GMP 5082 Public Administration Finance 
Prerequisites : 
Introductory Accounting (3 credits, undergraduate) & 
GMP 5012 21st Century Management Practices 
Prerequisites' 
Personnel Administration (3 credits, undergraduate) & 
GMP 5012 -21st Century Management Practices 
Prerequisites: 
Introductory Marketing (3 credits, undergraduate) & 
Principles of Finance (3 credits, undergraduate) 
Prerequisites : 
MMIS 620 Management Information Systems 
MMIS 630 Databases in MIS 
High-level Programming language (3 credits, undergraduate) 
or 
MMIS 653 Telecommunications & Computer 
Networking 
Marketing 
GMP 5550 Sales Management· 
GMP 5574 Customer Service Management· 
GMP 5833 InternatIOnal Marketing+ 
MMIS 610 Survey of Computer Languages 
Prerequisites : 
Introductory Marketing (3 credits, undergraduate), & 
GMP 5070 Managerial Marketing 
Medical Management GMP 5475@ Strategic Management of Healthcare Org. 
GMP 5440 Health Policy Development Required 
GMP 5447 Principles of Managed Care Required 
Opt. 
GMP 5420" Ethical & Legal Issues in Health Services. 
GMP 5953 Spec. TopICS in Med. Mgml. Required 
Public Administration 
GMP 5455 Conflict Resolution in Government 
GMP 5460 Legal, Ethical, and Social Values in the 
Public Sector 
GMP 5480 Public Policy Analysis 
Opt. 
@ Can be taken in place of GMP5090 EntrepreneUrial and 
Strategic Thinking 
% Can be taken in place of GMP5015 The Legal, Ethical & 
Social Values of Business 
SUBSTITUTIONS FOR COURSEWORK ARE MADE WITH THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR'S APPROVAL 
REVIEW SCHEDULE OF CLASSES FOR EXACT OFFERINGS 
Courses offered in the SPRING term only + Courses offered in the SUMMER term only 
··Courses offered through the School of Computer and Information Sciences. 
Please call (954) 262-2023 for application and scheduling information, 
II 
VALUE INTEGRATION (formerly Productivity Improvement Workshop) - GMP 5102 
Workshop Description 
Students will develop the leadership skills to assume individual responsibility for effectively creating and producing 
appropriate regional , national or global organizational outcomes; and skills in reflective th inking and critical analysis 
(e .g., using action research methods and tools) to convert organizational core competencies into organizational 
performance consistent with an organization's vision. Prerequisites: All other M.BA courses. 
Prerequisite : Students must be fully -accepted , having met;ill admission requirements. 
Reservation Process : (Limited seating avai lable for each workshop). 
• All course work must be completed and paid in fu ll prior to attending the workshop. 
• Students must request a specific date 6-9 months prior to the completion of their master's program. 
• Reservations do not guarantee a requested date. 
• To reserve a seat, PLEASE COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW AND RETURN BY MAIL OR FAX TO: 
Ms. Althea Ta lbott, Office of Student Services 
School of Business and Entrepreneursh ip 
Nova Southeastern University 
3100 SW 9th Avenue 
Fort Lauderda le, FL 33315-3025 
FAX (954) 262-3964 
• A written confirmation will be sent to you within 3 weeks. Note: A reservation does not guarantee your first 
choice of dates. Please wait for written confirmation before making arrangements for travel and 
accommodations. • 
• Address Changes: Important! If an address change is required , please call Althea Talbott at (954)262-
5018. 
~~~xx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
VALUE INTEGRATION (formerly Productivity Improvement Workshop) 
Reservation 
Name: ___ _ _ ____________ _ Socia l Security# _____ , ______ _ 
Address: __ -;-;~_;_;--------------_;;:=:__--------__;c;;c__:__c--=,.. (Street) (City ) (State) (Zip) 
Cluster: ______________________________________ _ 
Phone: (H) __ ....!I. _ ______ _ 
(0) 1 ____ __ _ 
Number of courses completed: 
Degree: 
Please mark your 1 st and 2nd choice: 
DATES: 
June 8-12, 1998 
_ July 20-24, 1998 
_ July 27-31, 1998 
_August 3-7, 1998 
_ August 10-14, 1998 
_ October 12-16, 1998 
October 19-23, 1998 
_ January 11-15, 1999 
_ January 25-29 , 1999 
IMPORTANT FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION! 
According to Federa l regu lations, students eligible for financial aid must be enrolled and taking classes for the 
duration of an enti re term. When enro ll ing in Va lue Integration (formerly Productivity Improvement Workshop) on ly, 
appropriate arrangements must be made to pay for your workshop at the time of registrat ion. 
Please note, courses taken in add ition to the workshop must be completed . Otherwise loan money will be returned 
to the lender, and the student will bear the responsibili ty for payment. 
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
CURRICULUM ORDER 
OFF-CAMPUS CLUSTER STUDENTS 
M.BA cluster students can refer to the following list in planning their schedules. Courses are usually 
offered in the cluster sites in the order listed 
PLEASE SPEAK WITH YOUR CLUSTER COORDINATOR 
TO DETERMINE VARIATIONS FROM THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE. 
FIRST TERM 
GMP 5012 (E) 21st Century Management Practices 
GMP 5015 (L) The Legal , Ethical , and Social Values of Business 
SECOND TERM 
GMP 5017 (E) Delivering Superior Customer Va lue 
GMP 5020 (L) Managing Organizational Behavior 
THIRD TERM 
GMP 5030 (L) 
GMP 5040 (E) 
Managing Human Resources 
Quantitative Thinking" 
FOURTH TERM 
GMP 5050 (E) 
GMP 5060 (L) 
Economic Thinking" 
Accounting for Decision Makers" (Requ ires pre-assignment due the first night of class) 
FIFTH TERM 
GMP 5070 (L) 
GMP 5080 (E) 
SIXTH TERM 
GMP 5090 (E) 
GMP 5095 (L) 
ADDITIONAL 
GMP 5199 
GMP 5025 
GMP 5102 
OR 
GMP 5100 
Managerial Marketing 
Applying Managerial Finance" 
Entrepreneurial and Strategic Thinking" 
Operations and Systems Management 
Values-Based Leadership (Final offering SPRING 1998) 
Managing Technological and Informational Systems 
(Wil l replace GMP5199 SUMMER 1998. See Advisor for more information) 
Value Integration (formerly Productivity Improvement Workshop) 
Master's Project 
"STUDENTS MUST HAVE SA nSFIED PROGRAM PREREQUISITES PRIOR TO REGISTERING FOR CLASSES. 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE_ 
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WEEKEND CLASS MEETING DATES 
Students will follow the schedule below based upon their 
enrollment in either Sequence I or Sequence II. 
TERM SESSIONS SEQUENCE I SEQUENCE II 
SPRING 
• Sessions 1 and 2 • April 3 & 4 • April 17 & 18 April-June, 1998 
(98S) • Sessions 3 and 4 • April 24 & 25 • May 1 & 2 
• Sessions 5 and 6 • May 8 & 9 • May 15& 16 
• Sessions 7 and 8 • May 29 & 30 • June 5 & 6 
• Sessions 9 and 10 • June 12 & 13 • June 19 & 20 
SUMMER 
• Sessions 1 and 2 July-September 1998 • July 10 & 11 • July 17 & 18 
(982) • Sessions 3 and 4 • July 24 & 25 • July 31 & August 1 
• 
• Sessions 5 and 6 • August 7 & 8 • August 14 & 15 
• Sessions 7 and 8 • August 21 & 22 • August 28 & 29 
• Sessions 9 and 10 • September 11 & 12 • September 18 & 19 
FALL 
October-December, 1998 • Sessions 1 and 2 • October 2 & 3 • October 9 & 10 
(98F) • Sessions 3 and 4 • October 16 & 17 • October 23 & 24 
• Sessions 5 and 6 • October 30 & 31 • November 6 & 7 
• Sessions 7 and 8 • November 13 & 14 • November 20 & 21 
• Sessions 9 and 10 • December 4 & 5 • December 11 & 12 
WINTER 
January-March, 1999 • Sessions 1 and 2 • January 8 & 9 • January 15 & 16 
(99W) • Sessions 3 and 4 • January 22 & 23 • January 29 & 30 
• Sessions 5 and 6 • February 12 & 13 • February 19 & 20 
• Sessions 7 and 8 • February 26 & 27 • March 5 & 6 
• Sessions 9 and 10 • March 12 & 13 • March 19 & 20 
15 
HOLIDAY SCHEDULE 
The University will be closed on the following holidays. 
There will be no class meetings. 
• New Year's Day --------------- January 1, 1998 
• Martin Luther King Jr. Day-- January 19, 1998 
• Good Friday -------------------- April 10, 1998 
• Memorial Day ------------------ May 25, 1998 
• Independence Day ----------- July 3, 1998 
• Labor Day ----------------------- September 7, 1998 
• Rosh Hashanah --------------- September 21 , 1998 
• Yom Kippur --------------------- September 30, 1998 
• Thanksgiving ------------------- November 26 & 27, 1998 
• Christmas Eve ----------------- December 24, 1998 @ 12:00 Noon 
• Christmas Day ----------------- December 25, 1998 
• New Year's Eve --------------- December 31 , 1998 @ 12:00 Noon 
• New Year's Day ---------------January 1, 1999 
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Florida Cluster Sites 
SCHEDULE OF CLASSES 
' Students must have satisfied program prerequisites to register for classes 
" Classes only open to students who have taken GMP5012-5080 and are fully matriculated. 
E = Early Friday. 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. & Saturday, 8:00 a.m. - Noon 
L = Late Friday, 8:15 p.m. - 10:15 p.m. & Saturday, 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
DAYTONA BEACH Cluster Coordinator: Jay Dittmer 
Halifax Medical Center (h) 904-7884766 
1041 Dunlawton Avenue (w) 904-257-3432 
Port Orange e-mail address: dittmerj@sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code ProQram Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5030 DAT MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040" DAT MBA 2 Early Quanti tative Thinking" 
982 GMP5050" DAT MBA 2 Early Economic Thinking" 
982 GMP5060" DAT MBA 2 Late Accounting for Decision Makers" . 
FORT MYERS Cluster Coordinator: Ron Stephens 
W.C.I., Inc. (h) 941437-0726 
Bonita Springs e-mail address: stephenr@sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T it le 
98S GMP5017 FTM MBA 2 Early Delivering Superior Customer Value 
98S GMP5020 FTM MBA 2 Late Managing Organizationa l Behavior 
982 GMP5030 FTM MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
982 GMP5040 FTM MBA 2 Early Quantitative Thinking 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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JACKSONVILLE Cluster Coordinator: Ron Shouse 
AT&T Universal Card Services (w) 904-359-7245 
Baymeadows Area e-mail address: rshouse@ucs.Atlcom 
8787 Bay Pine Road 
TERM Subject & Secti on 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP5050* JUC MBA 2 Early Economic Th inking* 
982 GMP5060* JUC MBA 1 Early Accounting for Decision Makers* 
JACKSONVILLE Cluster Coordinator: Greg Harker 
Downtown (h) 904-262-5411 
(w) 904-359-7245 
e-mail address: harker@Sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Sect ion 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GM P5090* JBS MBA 1 Early Entrepreneurial and Strategic Thinking* 
98S GMP5095 JBS MBA 1 Late Operations and Systems Management 
982 TBA 
982 TBA , 
ORLANDO Cluster Coordinator: Amy Parker 
Radisson Plaza Hotel (h) 407-330-2649 
60 South Ivanhoe e-mail address: parkera@sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Tit le 
98S GMP5070* ORL MBA 2 Late Managerial Marketing' 
98S GMP5080* ORL MBA 2 Early Apply ing Manageria l Finance' 
98S GMP5017 ORL MBA 2 Early Delivering Superior Customer Value 
98S GMP5020 ORL MBA 2 Late Managing Or.ganizational Behavior 
982 GMP5090* ORL MBA 2 Early Entrepreneurial and Strategic Thinking' 
982 GMP5095 ORL MBA 2 Late Operations and Systems Management 
982 GMP5030 ORL MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
982 GMP5040 ORL MBA 2 Early Quantitative Thinking 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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ORLANDO Cluster Coordinator: Leslie Johnson 
Radisson Plaza Hotel h (561) 299-3192 
60 South Ivanhoe e-mail address: Error! Reference source not found. 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP5447 ORH MS/H S A 2 Early Principles of Managed Care 
98S GMP5951 ORH MS/H SA 2 Late Management Information Systems 
982 GMP5081 ORH MS/H SA 2 Early Health Care Finance and budgeting 
982 GMP5443 ORH MS/H SA 2 Late Economic of Health Se/Vices 
SARASOTA Cluster Coordinator: Mary Jane Gullick 
Hampton Inn (h) 941 -966-4636 
5995 CattJeridge Road (w) 941-966-0148 
e-mail address: gullick@sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence T ime Course Tit le 
98S GMP5030 SAR MBA 1 Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040" SAR MBA 1 Early Quantitative Thinking" 
982 GMP5050" SAR MBA 1 Early Econom i~ Thinking" 
982 GMP5060" SAR MBA 1 Late Accounting for Decision Makers" 
ST. PETERSBURG Cluster Coordinator: Frank Nickels 
GTE Directories (h) 813-784-4951 
10200 9th Street, North e-mail address: fin 1@aol.com 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T it le 
98S GMP5040" STP MBA 2 Early Quantitative Thinking" 
98S GMP5030 STP MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
982 GMP5050" STP MBA 2 Early Economic Thinking" 
982 GMP5060" STP MBA 2 Late Accounting for Decision Makers" 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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TALLAHASSEE Cluster Coordinator: Phyllis Burkhart 
Hospitality Square (h) 850-893-2218 
200 W. College Avenue 
2nd floor Conference Room 
e-mail address: burkhart@sbe.nova.edu 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP501 7 TAL MBA 1 Early Delivering Superior Customer Value 
98S GMP5020 TAL MBA 1 Late Managing Organizational Behavior 
982 GMP5030 TAL MBA 1 Late Managing Human Resources 
982 GMP5040 TAL MBA 1 Early Quantitative Thinking 
TAMPA Cluster Coordinator: Frank Nickels 
GTE Data Services (h) 813-784-4951 
One East Telecom Parkway e-mail address: f1n1@aol.com 
Temple Terrace 
TERM Subject & Section • 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5017 TAM MBA 2 Early Del ivering Superior Customer Value 
98S GMP5020 TAM MBA 2 Late Managing Organizationa l Behavior 
982 GMP5030 TAM MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
982 GMP5040 TAM MBA 2 Early Quantitative Thinking 
TAMPA Cluster Coordinator: Frank Nickels 
GTE Data Services (h) 813-784-4951 
One East Telecom Parkway e-mail address: f1n1@aol.com 
Temple Terrace 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence T ime Course Title 
98S GMP5050* TAM MBA 2 Early Economic Th inking* 
98S GMP5060* TAM MBA 2 Late Accounting for Decision Makers* 
982 GMP5070 TAM MBA 2 Late Managerial Marketing 
982 GMP5080* TAM MBA 2 Early Applying Managerial Finance' 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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TAMPA (for employees only) Cluster Coordinator: Shirley Hensley 
Salomon Brothers, Inc. (w) (813) 558-7930 
Global Americas HQ FAX (813) 558-4064 
8800 Hidden River Parkway e-mail address: shensley@sbi.com 
TERM Subject & Section 
Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5060' SBI M.BA 1 Early Accounting for Decision Makers 
98S GMP5530 SBI MBA 1 Late Money, Market and Monetary Institutions 
982 GMP5080' SBI M.BA 1 Early Applying Managerial Finance 
982 GMP5815 SBI M.BA 1 Late International Finance and Investments 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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National and International Cluster Schedule of Classes 
SPRING 1998 and SUMMER 1998 
' Students must have satisfied program prerequisites to register for classes 
" Classes only open to students who have taken GMP5012-5080 and are fully matriculated. 
E = Early; Friday, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. & Saturday, 8:00 a.m. - Noon 
L = Late; Friday, 8:15 p.m. - 10:15 p.m. & Saturday, 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
AIKEN, South Carolina Cluster Coordinator: Larry Adkinson 
Aiken Technical College (NSU Line) 706-855-2255 
2276 Jefferson Davis Highway e-mail address: ladkinson@Sbe.nova.edu 
BUILDING 900 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5030 AIK MBA 1 Late Manag ing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040 AIK MBA 1 Early Quantitative Thinking 
982 GMP5050* AIK MBA 1 Early Economic Thinking* 
982 GMP5060' AIK MBA 1 Late Accounting for Decision Makers' 
AIKEN, South Carolina Cluster Coordinator: Vince Grosso' 
M.S./Human Resource Management (h) 803-642-0525 
e-mail address:' grosso@sbe.nova.edu 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time 
. 
Course T itle 
98S GMP 5012 AIK M.S.lHRM 1 Early 21 Century Management Practices 
98S GMP 5040 AIK M.S.lHRM 1 Late Quantitative Thinking 
982 TBA AI K M.S.lHRM 
982 TBA AIK M S.lHRM 
ATLANTA Cluster Coordinator: Jan Jones 
2211 Park Lake Drive (h) 770-454-8308 
(EMPLOYEES ONLY) e-mail address: drjan@bellsouth.net 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5781 SAT MBA 2 Early Business Law I 
98S GMP5020 SAT MBA 2 Late Managing Organizational Behavior 
98S GMP5030 SAT MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040 SAT MBA 2 Early Quantitative Th inking 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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Baton Rouge Gen. Health Center Cluster Coordinator: Jo Ann Spurlock 
Conf. Classroom #1 (h) 504-769-9413 
8885 Picardy Ave. (w) 504-296-3346 
Baton Rouge, LA e-mail address: joanns@sbe.nova.edu 
(exit Bluebonnet and 1-10) 2nd light 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP5030 BAT MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040 BAT MBA 2 Early Quantitative Thinking 
982 GMP5050" BAT MBA 2 Early Economic Thinking" 
982 GMP5060" BAT MBA 2 Late Accounting for Decision Makers" 
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa Cluster Coordinator: Pamela Lane 
Kirkwood Community College (h) 319-294-2258 
7301 Kirkwood Boulevard e-mail address: PamMeyer11@aol.com 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence T ime Course T itle 
98S GMP5030 CEO MBA 2 Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040 CEO MBA 2 Early Quanti tative Thinking • 
982 GMP5050" CEO MBA 2 Early Economic Thinking" 
982 GMP5060" CEO MBA 2 Late Accounting for Decision Makers" 
CALGARY, Canada Cluster Coordinator: Ceres Estante 
Southern Alberta Institute of Technology (h) 403-239-1953 
1301-16 Avenue, Northwest (w) 403-284-7241 
SENATOR BURNS BUILDING e-mail address: estante@sbe.nova.edu 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Prog ram Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP 5070" CAL MBA 2 Late Managerial Marketing" 
98S GMP 5080" CAL MBA 2 Early Applying Managerial Finance" 
98S GMP 5380 CAL MS/HRM 2 Early Special Topics in Human Resource Mgmt. 
98S GMP 5385 CAL MS/HRM 2 Late Organization Consultation 
982 GMP 5090 CAL MBA 2 Early Entrepreneurial and Strateg ic Thinking 
982 GMP 5095 CAL MBA 2 Late Operations and Systems Management 
982 GMP 5040 CAL MS/HRM 2 Early Quantitative Thinking 
982 GMP 5017 CAL MS/HRM 2 Late Delivering Superior Customer Value 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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HUNTSVILLE, Alabama Cluster Coordinator: Gary Woodard 
COLSA Corp. (w) 205-922-1512 
6726 Odysseey Drive, Research Park 
151 floor classroom e-mail address: gwoodard@Ssdc.army.mil 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP5070" HUN MBA 2 Late Managerial Marketing" 
98S GMP5080" HUN MBA 2 Early Applying Managerial Finance" 
982 GMP5090" HUN MBA 2 Early Entrepreneurial and Strateg ic Thinking" 
982 GMP5095 HUN MBA 2 Late Operations and Systems Management 
NASSAU, Bahamas Cluster Coordinator: Alphanette King 
C.R. Walker Secondary School (w) 242-326-4033 
Blue Hill Road and Market Street (h) 242-356-2712 
e-mail address: TBA 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course #: Code Program Sequence Time Course T itle 
98S GMP 5050" NAS MBA 2 Late Economic Thinking" 
• 
98S GMP 5060" NAS MBA 2 Early Accounting for Decision Makers" 
982 GMP5070 NAS MBA 2 Late Managerial Marketing 
982 GMP5080" NAS MBA 2 Early Applying Managerial Finance" 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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OCHO RIOS, 1997 SPRING TERM Cluster Coordinator: Keith Rowe 
Class Meeting Dates: (h) 809-973-3405 
April 4, 5, 25,26; May 2, 3, 15, 16 e-mail address: TBA 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Tit le 
985 GMP5012 OCH MBA 1 Early 21st Century Management Practices 
985 GMP5012 OCH MBA 1 Late 21st Century Management Practices 
985 GMP5015 OCH MBA 1 Early The Legal , Ethical and Social Values of 
Business 
985 GMP5015 OCH MBA 1 Late The Legal , Ethical and Social Values of 
Business 
OCHO RIOS, 1997 SPRING TERM Cluster Coordinator: Keith Rowe 
Class Meeting Dates: (h) 809-973-3405 
April 18, 19; May 2, 3,16, 17; June 6, 7 e-mail address: TBA 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
985 GMP5015 OCH MBA 2 Early The Legal, Ethical and Social Values of 
Business 
985 GMP5015 OCH MBA 2 Late The Legal , Ethical and Social Values bf 
Business 
985 GMP5080' OCH MBA 2 Early Applying Managerial Finance' 
985 GMP5080' OCH MBA 2 Late Applying Managerial Finance' 
OCHO RIOS, 1998 SUMMER TERM Cluster Coordinator: Keith Rowe 
Class Meeting Dates: (h) 809-973-3405 
July 11 , 12, 25, 26; August 8, 9, 22, 23 e-mail address: TBA 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
982 GMP5017 OCH MBA 1 Early Delivering Superior Customer Value 
982 GMP5017 OCH MBA 1 Late Delivering Superior Customer Value 
982 GMP5040' OCH MBA 1 Early Quantitative Th inking 
982 GMP5040' OCH MBA 1 Late Quantitative Th inking 
OCHO RIOS, 1998 SUMMER TERM Cluster Coordinator: Keith Rowe 
Class Meeting Dates: (h) 809-973-3405 
July 18, 19; August 1, 2, 15, 16, 29, 30; e-mail address: TBA 
982 GMP5090' OCH MBA 2 Early Entrepreneurial and Strategic Thinking 
982 GMP5090' OCH MBA 2 Late Entrepreneurial and Strategic Thinking 
982 GMP5095 OCH MBA 2 Early Operations and Systems Management 
982 GMP5095 OCH MBA 2 Late Operations and Systems Management 
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PANAMA, 1998 SPRING Cluster Coordinator: 
Class Meeting Dates: Dr. Noemi Castillo de Miranda 
April 4,5, 25, 26; May 9, 10, 30, 31 011-507-272-2494 
e-mail address: castill@sbe.nova.edu 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Course Title 
98S GMP5012 PAN MBA Early 21st Century Management Practices 
98S GMP5015 PAN MBA Late The Legal, Ethica l and Social Values of Business 
98S GMP5017 PAN MBA Late Delivering Superior Customer Value 
98S GMP5020 PAN MBA Early Managing Organizational Behavior 
98S GMP5030 PAN MBA Late Managing Human Resources 
98S GMP5040' PAN MBA Early Quantitative Thinking' 
98S GMP5050' PAN MBA Early Economic Thinking' 
98S GMP5060' PAN MBA Late Accounting for Decision Makers' 
98S GMP5070' PAN MBA Late Managerial Marketing' 
98S GMP5080' PAN MBA Early Applying Managerial Finance' 
98S GMP5620 PAN MBA Late Investment Principles and Policies 
May 15, 16; June 13, 14 - FINANCE SPECIALIZATION 
PANAMA, 1998 Summer Cluster Coordinator: 
Class Meeting Dates: Dr. Noemi Castillo de Miranda 
July 11, 12, 25, 26; August 8, 9, 22, 23 011-507-272-2494 
e-mail address: castill@sbe.nova.edu 
Subject & Section - -
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Course Title 
98S GMP5012 PAN MBA Early 21st Century Management Practices 
98S GMP5015 PAN MBA Late The Lega l, Eth ical and Social Values of Business 
98S GMP5017 PAN MBA Early Delivering Superior Customer Va lue 
98S GMP5020 PAN MBA Late Managing Organizational Behavior 
98S GMP5030 PAN MBA Early Human Resource Management 
98S GMP5040' PAN MBA Late Quantitative Thinking 
98S GMP5050' PAN MBA Early Economic Thinking' 
98S GMP5060' PAN MBA Late Accounting for Decision Makers' 
98S GMP5070 PAN MBA Early Managerial Marketing 
98S GMP5080' PAN MBA Late Applying Managerial Finance' 
98S GMP5090' PAN MBA Early Entrepreneurial and Strateg ic Thinking 
98S GMP5095 PAN MBA Late Operations and Systems Management 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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SHREVEPORT, Louisiana Cluster Coordinator: Beverly Hendricks 
Lucent Technologies (w) 318-682-7474 
Consumer Product Facility, DEPT. 813 e-mail address: hendric@sbe.nova.edu 
2929 Baird Road 
Subject & Section 
TERM Course # Code Program Sequence Time Course Title 
98S GMP5095 SHR MBA 2 Late Operations and Systems Management 
98S GMP5090' SHR MBA 2 Early Entrepreneuria l and Strategic Thinking' 
982 TBA 
982 TBA 
UNDERENROLLED COURSES WILL BE CANCELLED AND YOU WILL BE 
NOTIFIED BY YOUR ADVISOR TO REVISE YOUR SCHEDULE. 
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Most frequently asked questions 
Q. If I register for but do not attend a class, can I still receive a 100% refund even if 
the term is half over or more? 
A . Refunds for classes are based on the date the request to drop or withdraw is received . 
Refunds are issued according to the refund pol icy listed in the Schedule of Classes. 
Failure to drop or withdraw early on will result in financial penalty. 
IQ. Can I register even though I haven't been awarded financial aid? 
A . Registrations for students whose money has yet to be awarded will be accepted. All of 
these registrations are posted as unpaid seats and the students are notified of such. Upon 
completion of the award process , the tuition and fees are deducted and the registration 
converts from an unpaid seat to a paid registration. 
IQ. What is the difference between a drop and a withdrawal? 
A. A course is considered a "drop" if the Office of Student Services is notified prior to the 
second weekend that the class meets. A course is considered a "withdrawal" if the Office 
is notified after the second weekend that the class meets. A dropped course poes not 
appear on an official transcript; a withdrawn course will show with a grade of "W." Grades 
of "W' can adversely affect a student's ability to receive continuing financial aid or 
Veteran 's Administration benefits . 
Q. If my employer reimburses me for my tuition upon receipt of a grade, can I defer 
my tuition payment until I receive the reimbursement? 
A . NSU requires payment of all tuition and fees at the time of registration . Deferred payment 
is not allowed regardless of the tuition benefits allowed by employers . 
Q. What do I need to do if my employer will pay for my tuition in advance of receipt 
of the grades? 
A. A letter on your company letterhead must be attached to your registration form each term, 
stating that your employer will pay for your tuition and any fees , if applicable , upon receipt 
of a statement from NSU. A currently dated letter must accoM.PAny each registration 
form . 
IQ. Is it possible to take courses through independent study? 
A. In hardship situations only, specific courses may be taken as independent study. You 
must receive permission from your Program Director for such courses. 
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Q. If I have permission from my Program Director to take an independent study, 
how do I begin and how do I register? 
A. You must register through the Office of Student Services as you would normally, using the 
section code, "DIS." The Program Director must sign-off on the registration form and 
assign an instructor. Once the instructor is assigned and notified, he or she will contact 
you with instructions. The course must be completed during the term in which you are 
registered . 
I Q. How and when do I register for the video prerequisite courses? I 
A. Students must register for and complete video prerequisite courses at least one term prior 
to enrolling in the corresponding graduate courses. A special page in this schedule lists 
which courses are available. Students register for them in the same manner as the 
graduate courses. Course materials can be picked up at the East Campus at the time of 
registration ; otherwise, materials are automatically mailed. 
IQ. How long do I have to complete the video prerequisite courses? I 
A. Video prerequisite courses must be completed during the term in which you are registered 
for them. 
IQ. How do the grades for the video prerequisite courses affect my GPA? I 
A. The grades for the video prerequisites always appear on a transcript, but are not 
calculated into the GPA. 
Q. How and when do I reserve a seat in the Value Integration (formerly Productivity 
Improvement Workshop)? 
A. Students should complete the reservation form contained in. this schedule when they have 
completed half of their required course work. Confirmation will be sent within three weeks 
of receipt in the Office of Student Services. Keep in mind that students must be fully 
matriculated in order to attend the Value Integration (formerly Productivity Improvement 
Workshop) and that financial aid is not available for payment for the Workshop per Federal 
guidelines. 
Q. When do I register for the Value Integration (formerly Productivity Improvement 
Workshop)? 
A. Registration materials are mailed along with the workshop reading materials and 
assignments. Students must mail their registration forms with payment at least 30 
days prior to their scheduled workshop date. 
Q. How much does the Value Integration (formerly Productivity Improvement 
Workshop) cost? 
A. The workshop is a four-credit course and includes a seminar and reading materials fee. 
Exact cost information is included with the registration and reading materials. Currently 
the seminar and reading materials fee is $125 (subject to change). Tuition is based on the 
current rate. According to federal guidelines, students are ineligible to receive financial aid 
for the workshop, and must take appropriate steps in advance to ensure they will be able 
to pay for the workshop. 
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CAMPUS-BASED FACULTY DIRECTORY 
PROFESSOR SPECIALTY PHONE # E-MAIL ADDRESS 
AUSTIN , Daniel Health Pol icy (954) 262-5145 austm[a)sbenova . edu 
BALLOUN, Joe Statistics/Research (954) 262-5099 balloun[a)sbe nova edu 
BARNES, Barry Organizations Behavior (954) 262-5113 barr:y[a)sbe nova.edu 
BERGE, Robert (954) 262-5095 berg@sbe.nova.edu 
BLACKWELL, Charles Management (954) 262-5105 charlie[a)sbe. novaedu 
CAVICO, Frank Ethics/Business Law (954) 262-5096 cavlco[a)sbe. nova. edu 
DASTOOR, Barbara Managing Human Resources (954) 262-5102 dastoor[a)sbe. nova. ed u 
GART, Alan Finance/Economics (213) 947-6860 gart[a)sbe. nova.edu 
GIBSON, Jane W. Organization Behavior (954) 262-8103 glbson[a)sbe nova.edu 
HARRINGTON, William Managing Human Resources (954) 262-5088 bi llh[a)sbe nova.edu 
HERNANDEZ, Gema Leadership/Entrepreneurship (954) 262-5103 gemah[a)sbe nova.edu 
JOHNSON , William Marketing (954) 262-5109 bll~bo~[a)sbe . nova.edu 
JOHNSON , Herb Operations Mgmt / Int' l Mgmt. (954) 262-5123 loh nson h [a)sbe. nova. ed u 
KELSEY, Richard Accounting (954) 262-5136 ke l se~[a)sbe . nova.edu 
McCARTNEY, Timothy Organization Behavior (954) 262-5104 mccartne[a)sbe nova.edu 
MOORE, Walter Accounting (954) 262-5101 walter[a)sbe.nova edu 
PELLET, Pedro F. Economics (954) 262-5106 ~ellet[a)sbe nova edu 
PIERCE, Edward Finance/Policy (954) 262-5107 ed~ le rce@sbe . n ova.edu 
PREZIOSI , Robert Productivity / Leadership / (954) 262-5111 ~ rezlosl[a)sbe . n ova edu 
Mqmt. 
SENNETII , John T . Accounting (954) 262-5112 se n nettl[a)s be. nova. ed u 
WEINSTEIN , Art Marketing (954) 262-5097 art[a)sbe nova.edu 
YATRAKIS, Pan Economics (954) 262-5098 ~atrakis[a)sbe nova edu 
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ADJUNCT FACULTY DIRECTORY 
PROFESSOR PHONE # E-MAIL ADDRESS 
Abraham Rebecca 954-262-8104 abraham@nsu.acast.nova.edu 
Adamchek Christopher 718-652-6391 adamchek@msn.com 
Adamse Michael 561-994-0171 cyshrink@gate.net 
Ahmed Mohammed 407 -690-0034 Mohammed@sbe.nova.edu 
Alsaaty Fal ih 703-719-0999 alsaaty@sbe.nova.edu 
Alvarez Jose 305-221 -3297 Alsaaty@sbe .nova.edu 
Arias-Bolzman Leopoldo 561-968-8020 Bolzman@sbe.nova.edu 
Armstrong Althea 313-255-1346 armstrong@sbe.nova.edu 
Arritola Luis 305-982-5264 arritola@sbe.nova.edu 
Assadian Afsaneh 561-394-0782 assadian@sbe.nova.edu 
Austin Daniel 305-792-1872 austin@sbe.nova.edu 
Axe Barry 561 -482-7044 axe@sbe.nova.edu 
Bachmeyer Tim 561-745-1797 bachmey@sbe.nova.edu 
Baer Robert 305-475-7687 baer@sbe.nova.edu 
Baker Donald 561-793-1690 baker@sbe.nova.edu 
Barrow Janice 954-424-3023 barrow@sbe.nova.edu 
Barton George 352-377 -7002 barton@sbe.nova.edu 
Baughman Rowland 860-677-1278 baughman@sbe.nova .edu 
Beatrice Paul 813-363-1337 beatrice@sbe.nova.edu • 
Bennett George 941 -485-8029 gbennett@sbe.nova.edu 
Bernstein Eldon H. 561-972-7612 bernstee@sbe.nova.edu 
Blachman Will iam 954-462-0402 TBA 
Black Vicky 812-882-3995 TBA 
Bloom Jeffrey 813-967-7778 TBA 
Boissoneau Robert 602-640-5714 TBA 
Boorman William 407 -582-7127 TBA 
Boubekri Nourredine 305-386-9387 Boubekri@eng.miami.edu 
Bowman James S. 904-422-1873 TBA 
Brady Terry 703-378-8790 TBA 
Brandt Larry 954-262-8108 TBA 
Braun Colleen 403-547-2482 Braun@sbe.nova.edu 
Breshin Jerry 787-720-9152 Jbreshin@inter.edu 
Brown-Wright Yvonne 954-420-3279 Yvonne . brown@usa.net 
Bruttomesso Raymond 404-351 -6227 TBA 
Cabarrouy Evaldo A. 787 -789-2919 Ecabarro@upracd .upr.clu .edu 
Carlivatti David 305-253-5638 Caravaja@sbe.nova.edu 
Carper Diane 561-998-8230 TBA 
Carvajal Manuel 305-253-5638 Carvajal@fiu .edu 
Casey Rickey 501 -885-3432 TBA 
Cebula Richard J. 404-634-3830 TBA 
Cerveny Janice 561 -347 -0104 TBA 
Chadwick William 306-585-0933 TBA 
Chang Tung Lung 201-716-0522 Chang@tesla .njit. edu 
Charles Nathan 954-584-9258 Charlesn@sbe.nova.edu 
Charloff Arthur 561 -575-3982 TBA 
Chebil Samir 202-625-0448 TBA 
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PROFESSOR PHONE # E-MAIL ADDRESS 
Chen Michael 954-753-9466 TBA 
Cheplak Ralph 305-251 -1503 TBA 
Christopher Garland 301-384-0480 Garland@sbe.nova.edu 
Collins Craig 415-940-4052 Ccollins@sbe.nova.edu 
Corrigan Thomas 203-256-8145 Corigan@connix.com 
Cottrell Kathy 561 -395-0490 TBA 
Cox Raymond 742-2379 TBA 
Crosby John 305-429-9727 Crosby@sbe.nova.edu 
Cuffe Stafford 810-557-8038 TBA 
Dahlrose John R. 904-668-2072 TBA 
Dale John 904-668-2865 Dale@sbenova.edu 
Dandy Roscoe 301-868-6878 Dandy@sbe.nova.edu 
Del Valle Jaime 809-760-6757 TBA 
Derr Will iam 850-457 -1987 Wrderr@aol.com 
DiBenedetto John 561-470-5595 Johnd@worldnet.att.net 
Dice Ed 904-378-2329 TBA 
Dion Paul 717-523-9861 Dion@susqu.edu 
Di Paolo Peter 305-791 -2764 Pidpaolo@sbe.nova.edu 
DiSiena Mikella D. 305-385-3885 TBA 
Domenico Ralph J. 305-467 -4110 TBA 
Doran Paul 205-979-6558 TBA 
Duke Dennis 407 -644-8297 Duke@sbe.nova.edu 
• 
Eassa Joe 561-833-8907 TBA 
Easton Ian 706-812-1576 Easton@sbe.nova.edu 
Edmonds David C. 813-784-8134 TBA 
Elkin Michael 305-688-3715 Elkin@sbe.nova.edu 
Estes Lon 813-969-0716 TBA 
Ettoree Anthony 305-752-6426 TBA 
Falbey J. Wayne 941-514-0793 Falbey@sbe.nova.edu 
Feinschreiber Robert 305-361-5800 TBA 
Fontaine Michael R. 314-822-2110 TBA 
Forney Charles 706-219-3092 Forney@sbe.nova.edu 
Forney Janet A. 706-219-3092 Forneyj@sbe.nova.edu 
Fountain Wendell 904-384-1192 Wfountain@jax.gulfnet.com 
Freeman Donald 561 -626-0951 Reemand@sbe.nova.edu 
Freimark Jeffrey 561-477-1099 TBA 
Friedman Mark 305-437 -8798 TBA 
Friedman Phillip N/A TBA 
Galiouridis George 813-988-8199 TBA 
Gardiner Gareth 314-434-3430 Gardiner@sbe.nova.edu 
Gatlin Kerry 205-383-9923 Gatlin@sbe.nova.edu 
George Raymond 507-232-4570 TBA 
Gibson Dennis 334-279-9617 TBA 
Gibson Jane 954-424-0774 Gibson@polaris .nova.edu 
Giese Gary 303-623-6548 Geise@sbe.nova.edu 
Gilbert Robert 561 -798-4024 TBA 
Gmuer Roseanne 352-567-1695 Gmuer@sbe.nova.edu 
Goldstein Donna 954-926-7822 T8A 
Goodstein Hank ' 407-788-0701 TBA 
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PROFESSOR PHONE # E-MAIL ADDRESS 
Gray Irwin 718-969-0665 TBA 
Griesser John W. 216-933-7761 TBA 
Gunter Ralph 407 -628-0840 TBA 
Haase Robert D. 305-674-0143 TBA 
Haight Timothy G. 410-592-2239 Haight@sbe.nova.edu 
Haley Donald 561 -392-4517 TBA 
Hamilton Rosalea 809-937-1002 TBA 
Hannon John C. 410-557-0004 Hannon@zach.fit.edu 
Haretos Aristotle 904-471 -4593 Aristotleharetos@juno 
Harrington, Jr. Charles 561-479-4110 TBA 
Harry Amy 305-384-8804 TBA 
Hays David W. 757 -850-8892 Hays@sbe.nova.edu 
Hecker Ed 407 -253-4026 Hecker@sbe.nova.edu 
Hemley David 303-791-311 0 TBA 
Hendon Donald 407-481 -9295 TBA 
Henry Percy 305-252-2290 TBA 
Hilton Randy 501 -979-1293 TBA 
Hilton Robert C. 501 -754-8652 Rchilton@ozarks.edu 
Hixenbaugh David 407-724-9254 Hixenbau@sbe.nova.edu 
Hodgetts Richard 305-448-4788 TBA 
Hovey Donald E. 607-547-2308 Hovey@sbe.nova.edu 
Howard Will iam M 954-916-9416 Wmhoward@nsu.nova.edu 
Huehne Lothar 813-598-3469 Huehne@sbe.nova 
Huseonica Will iam 407-784-6184 TBA 
Hutton Carol A. 954-742-6898 Hutton@sbe.nova.edu 
James Vanus 809-967 -4881 TBA 
Jasper Jane 941 -485-0051 Jjasper@sbe.nova.edu 
Jespersen Susan 561 -336-2076 Jesperso@sbe.nova.edu 
Johnson James W. 407 -269-7060 Johnson@sbe.nova.edu 
Johnson William 305-370-9473 Billyboy@sbe.nova.edu 
Jones Martis M. 860-243-2524 Mmjones@aol.com 
Jones David 713-266-0836 TBA 
Joos John 706-878-1822 Joos@sbe.nova.edu 
Kahn Jeffrey B. 561 -686-3307 TBA 
Kalia Tejandra N. 508-842-0023 TBA 
Kelsey Richard 954-236-6444 Kelsey@sbe .nova.edu 
Klinefelter Grace 954-720-5720 Klinef@sbe.nova.edu 
Knauf Kenneth 414-683-3690 TBA 
Kooros Syrous 504-446-2332 Kooros@sbe.nova.edu 
Krause James D. 81 3-786-6428 TBA 
Krosser Lee 305-749-2899 TBA 
Kyle Judith 561-321-9828 Kyleja@sbe.nova.edu 
Laburtis Michael 915-944-7864 TBA 
Lawrence Howard 901 -321 -3000 Hlawren@sbe.nova.edu 
Lawrence Will iam 876-923-8420 Willaw@sbe.nova.edu 
Layton Sarah M. 407-425-1649 Laytons@sbe.nova.edu 
Lester Rick 205-764-8031 Lesterr@sbe.nova.edu 
Lewis Kathy 954-262-5128 Lewisk@sbe.nova.edu 
Li David 770-432-9074 Davidli@sbe.nova.edu 
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PROFESSOR PHONE # E-MAIL ADDRESS 
Linnell Beverly 403-245-5132 Linnelb@sbe.nova.edu 
Long Deborah 919-968-3742 Longd@sbe.acast.edu 
Lutz Willard 216-234-4815 Lutz@sbe.nova.edu 
Macia Alfredo 507-225-0733 TBA 
Mac Iver Stuart J. 954-472-2350 TBA 
Mages Anthony 561-625-3738 Mages@sbe.nova.edu 
Magoulis Bill 813-934-3631 TBA 
Malindretos John 201-916-1874 TBA 
Markowich Michael 215-938-0323 TBA 
Marshall Lincoln 412357-9721 Lmarshal@sbe.nova.edu 
Martinez Ricardo 954-476-7695 TBA 
Mathis Keith 314-938-6337 Mathis@sbe.nova.edu 
Mazouz Kader 561-451-1466 TBA 
Mazzei Umberto J. 5022-315283 TBA 
McDaniel Don 407-293-8200 TBA 
McDonald Robert 813937-0973 Mcdonald@sbe.nova.edu 
McDonnell Robert 319-373-9604 TBA 
McGrath Gary 610-566-2877 TBA 
McLaughlin Greg 561-989-3761 Mclaug@sbe.nova.edu 
Meadows John 904-285-5082 TBA 
Means Dwight 412-881 -0398 TBA 
Megley John E. 901-751 -1014 Megley@sbe.nova.edu 
• 
Mehr Arthur 954-360-0307 Mehr@sbe.nova.edu 
Mejias Ricardo 305-274-9380 TBA 
Mignerey Richard 305-452-2957 TBA 
Moja David 407-269-1491 Dmoja@sbe.nova.edu 
Manella AI 904-894-2055 Monello@sbe.nova.edu 
Monsour Ed 714574-3170 Monsour@sbe.nova.edu 
Morris Barry 205-766-0746 Morrisb@sbe.nova.edu 
Moses William 813-937 -5086 TBA 
Mueller Gerd 305-254-8511 Muellerg@sbe.nova.edu 
Mujtaba Dean 941 -688-7407 TBA 
Murphy Edward 707 -437 -3554 TBA 
Murphy James P. 770-428-9952 Jpmurphy@sbe.nova.edu 
Murphy John A. 407 -392-3052 TBA 
Needleman Ronald 305-360-0818 TBA 
Neuwirth Dori 954-921-4123 TBA 
Newman Charles 561 -394-2556 TBA 
Newton Prof. David C. 708-678-5450 TBA 
Nickels Frank & Sharon 813-784-4951 TBA 
Obiesie Emmanuel 305-944-7150 TBA 
Ogden James 610-434-3506 Ogden@kutztown.edu. 
Okonkwo Louis 941 -629-6486 TBA 
Olson Ordean 954-262-8128 Olson@sbe.nova.edu 
Orife John N. 412-357-7563 TBA 
Outler Gay 305-987 -6696 TBA 
Pacini Carl J. 912-764-5054 Cpacini@gsaix2 .cc.gasou.edu 
Pasternak Richard 303-796-0971 ·Pasterna@sbe.nova.edu 
Patton John · 407 -784-2045 TBA 
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Pellet Pedro 305-225-1897 Pellet@sbe.nova .edu 
Petersen Gail 602-585-6644 TBA 
Pickler Lee 21 6-225-8675 Pickler@sbe.nova.edu 
Piltz David 612-785-1960 Piltz@sbe.nova.edu 
Pollack Neuman 561-883-3368 TBA 
Poczter Abram 516-676-3378 TBA 
Popovich Edward 561 -241 -4978 TBA 
Porta-Merida Sandra 561 -451 -2527 TBA 
Powell Douglas 954-721 -7237 Powell@sbe.nova.edu 
Poyntz Noel 305-758-0728 Poyntz@sbe.nova.edu 
Price Timothy 813-760-2321 TBA 
Poznanski Peter 216-498-2176 TBA 
Ramage Judy 901 -272-1425 Ramagej@sbe.nova.edu 
Reber Stanley 610-658-2677 TBA 
Rhodd Rupert 954345-7004 Rhoddr@sbe.nova.edu 
Ricci Frederick 703-276-7667 TBA 
Rivers Elizabeth 561 -692-0626 TBA 
Robertson Richard 314-385-5529 TBA 
Rodgers Joel 813-286-7555 TBA 
Rofoogaran Masood 954-475-9387 TBA 
Rosenbaum Irving 305-797 -1030 irv@sbe.acast.nova.edu 
Rosenberg Robert 954-755-0524 Rosenber@sbe.nova.edu 
Ross Richard J. 423-717-9506 Richross@sbe.nova.edu OR 
Drrichross@aol.com 
Rothrauff Thomas 757 -499-4086 TBA 
Ruiz Angel 787-721-0039 Angeln@coqui.net 
Schiro James 810-370-4283 Jschdoc@aol.com 
Schoen PeterW. 954-472-0187 TBA 
Schroeder Tom 303-271 -8571 Tschroed@co.jefferson.co.us 
Schuler Charles 305-537-9462 TBA 
Scully Robert 954-346-0583 TBA 
Scott Gerald E. 561 -883-0998 TBA 
Seay Steven 320-202-5838 Seays@sbe.nova.edu 
Seebode Thomas 803-783-6444 TBA 
Sellani Robert 954-742-9756 Sellani 8803-783-6444 
Sennetti John T. 305-279-6342 Sennetti@sbe.nova.edu 
Ser Elliot 954-755-9840 TBA 
Seyoum Belay 954-262-8133 TBA 
Shaaban Hisham 954-572-0425 Shaaban 803-783-6444 
Shaw Jim 954-771 -0759 Shaw 803-783-6444 
Shein Jay N/A TBA 
Sinatra Salvatore J. 904-223-0011 Ssinatra@jax.inter.net 
Singer Daniel 410-560-1390 Singerd@sbe.acast.nova.edu 
Smith Rodney 602-795-2028 TBA 
Snyder Ron 954-749-6118 Snyderrl@sbe.nova.edu 
Solender Marlene 954-720-6577 TBA 
Spade William Jr. 215-248-241 7 TBA 
Splane Francis 303-790-8407 TBA 
Spurlock Jack . 352-323-9101 TBA 
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Steen William 352-377-4363 TBA 
Tanzi Lawrence 407-834-0106 TBA 
Teets Charles E. 813-733-2939 TBA 
Tempkin Terri 954-962-3781 TBA 
Tenenbaum Jack 301-649-7665 Tenebau@sbe.nova.edu 
Tesone Dana 954-262-8136 TBA 
Theodore John 941-644-2848 Theodrj@sbe.nova.edu 
Thomas Joseph F. SAME Thomasjo@sbe.nova.edu 
Thompson Forrest 904-668-4447 Thompson@sbe.nova.edu 
Thoreck Paul 904-8293173 Thoreck@sbe.nova.edu 
Toback Dennis 305-424-5857 TBA 
Traxler, Robert 941-377 -9253 TBA 
Trifeletli Richard 904-285-6296 Trifilet@sbe.nova.edu 
Tureen Richard 954-753-9733 TBA 
Turner John 303-338-5191 Turnerj@sbe.nova.edu 
Turner Lisa P. 407-498-0813 TBA 
Ullah Shafi 954-475-9748 TBA 
Valeri Donald Phillip 604-929-2506 TBA 
Vasquez William 954-341-7821 Vasquez@sbe.nova.edu 
Vick Cherie 305-237-3031 TBA 
Vilela Jose 954-929-1916 TBA 
Villa Rene 813-931 -1974 TBA 
Ward Patrick 305-274-0539 Patward@sbe.nova.edu 
Weinstein Art 305424-5933 art@sbe.nova.edu 
Weiss Marvin J. 914-834-3513 Marvin567@aol.com 
Welsh James R. 407-752-4200 TBA 
Weston Rafael R. 719-589-6565 Rrweston@adams.edu 
Whiteman Alan 954-753-1908 TBA 
Wilkens Paul 904-893-0878 TBA 
Wilson John L. 715-842-1441 TBA 
Wilson James 954384-2145 Wilson@sbe.nova.edu 
Wolf Frank 352-372-9438 Wolff@sbe.nova.edu 
Wong Mee 954-431 -8117 TBA 
Wright Robert D. 508-668-4250 TBA 
Wright Frank 305-428-3717 TBA 
Wunker Robert 561 -241 -1600 Wunker@sbe.nova.edu 
Yatrakis Pan 954-574-9736 Yatrakis@sbe.nova.edu 
Yorston Phillip H. 561 -471-2879 Y orston@sbe.nova.edu 
Young James 770-772-9534 Youngjam@sbe.nova.edu 
Youngblood Sheryl 312-860-2676 Younblo@sbe.nova.edu 
Yu David 360-715-1809 TBA 
Zeidler Peter 303-470-3912 Pzeidler@msp.psco.com 
Zepeda Rudolph 305-661-6973 TBA 
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DIRECTIONS TO NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES 
800-672-7223, Ext. #5 
TO: Nova Southeastern University 
Main Campus, 3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
FROM FT. lAUDERDALE/HOllYWOOD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT: 
1-595 West to Davie Road exit; go South to Nova Drive (traffic light) . Turn right, heading West to College 
Avenue (traffic light) . Turn left, heading South on College Avenue to main entrance. Turn right. First right 
leads to the Horvitz Administration Building. Straight ahead leads to bookstore and student center. 
FROM 1-95, NORTH OR SOUTH, OR FLORIDA S TURNPIKE, NORTH OR SOUTH: 
1-595 exit , Westbound; proceed to 1-595 to Davie Road exit; go South to Nova Drive (traffic light) . Turn 
right , heading West to College Avenue (traffic light). Turn left, heading South on College Avenue to Main 
entrance. Turn right. First right leads to Horvitz Administration Building . Straight ahead leads to 
bookstore and student center. 
FROM EAST CAMPUS: 
SW 9th Avenue North to State Road 84. Left on SR. 84 and go West, over (1 -95) to 1-595 on-ramp. 1-595 
West to Davie Road exit; go South to Nova Drive (traffic light) . Turn right , heading West to College 
Avenue (traffic light) . Turn left, heading South on College Avenue to Main entrance. Turn right. First right 
leads to the Horvitz Administration Building . Straight ahead leads to bookstore and student center. 
TO: School of Business & Entrepreneurship 
East Campus, 3100 SW 9th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
FROM MAIN CAMPUS: 
Turn left (North) on College Avenue to Nova Drive (traffic light). Turn right and head East to Davie Road 
(traffic light). Turn left, heading North to 1-595 Eastbound. Turn right and go East on 1-595 to SR 84 exit. 
Go East on SR 84 to SW. 9th Avenue (traffic light & Shell station) right-hand turn lane only. Turn right on 
S.W. 9th Avenue and go five blocks (you will be going through a residential area). Nova s East Campus 
is the only five story building on the left 
FROM FT. LAUDERDALE/HOllYWOOD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT: 
Go North on US1 to State Road 84. Turn left at SR 84 (traffic light). Head West to S.W. 9th Avenue 
(traffic light & Shell station on the left) left-hand turn lane only. Turn left on S.W. 9th Avenue and go five 
blocks (you will be going through a residential area) . Nova s East Campus is the only five story building 
on the left. 
FROM 1-95: HEADING NORTH OR SOUTH: 
Exit State Road 84 (SR 84) East. Go East on SR 84 to S.w. 9th Avenue (traffic light & Shell station) right-
hand turn only lane. Turn right on S.W. 9th Avenue and go five blocks (you will be going through a 
residential area). Nova s East Campus is the only five story building on the left. 
FROM 1-595 OR FLORIDA S TURNPIKE: HEADING EAST 
Take 1-595/SR 84 Exit East. Go East on 1-595 to SR 84 East Exit. Go East on SR 84 to S.w. 9th Avenue 
(traffic light & Shell station) right-hand turn only lane. Turn right on S.W. 9th Avenue and go five blocks 
(you will be going through a residential area). Nova s East Campus is the only five-story building on the 
left. 
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--NOVA- -
SOUTHEASTERN 
UNIVERSITY 
School of Business and Entrepreneurship 
3100 SW Ninth Avenue 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315 
(954) 262-5000 
Off-Campus Cluster locations 
fLORIDA 
Boca Raton 
Daytona Beach 
Fort Myers 
Jacksonville 
Miami - North West 
and Kendall 
Orlando 
Sarasota 
St. Petersburg 
Tallahassee 
Tampa 
West Palm Beach 
ALABAMA 
Huntsville 
GEORGIA 
Atlanta 
IOWA 
Cedar Rapids 
LOUISIANA 
Baton Rouge 
Shreveport 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
Aiken 
INTERNATIONAL 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Calgary, Canada 
Nassau, Bahamas 
Panama 
Jamaica 
Ocho Rios, 
CORPORATE SITES 
American Trans-Tech 
AT&T 
BeliSouth 
GTE 
Salomon Brothers, Inc. 
